
Cliftons Singapore
EVENT SOLUTIONS GUIDE
Take your events to the next level
In-person, virtual and hybrid event delivery services

https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
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Planning events can be time consuming: searching for suitable 
venues, sourcing event technology and dealing with a myriad of 
suppliers across multiple time zones. But it doesn’t have to be 
that way.

Cliftons can streamline the planning of your events. Whether 
face-to-face, virtually via our integrated event platforms or a 
hybrid of the two, we help you to create and host exceptional 
corporate events with one point of contact.

You’ll have access to a dedicated event planner, backed up by 
some of the most versatile and comprehensive event planning 
software available. Whether your event is in-person, virtual or 
hybrid, you can manage it all from a centralised platform  
with a range of features to include based on your unique 
requirements.

All backed up by industry-leading event production capabilities 
for professionally produced, seamless digital and hybrid 
presentations.

END-TO-END EVENT 
MANAGEMENT

https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
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DISCOVER CLIFTONS 
EVENT SOLUTIONS FOR:

Hybrid / Multi City
Take the guess work out of running hybrid 
events for your attendees. Get full management 
of hybrid event systems including AV and event 
production to bring your event to life. Use our 
recommended platforms, or we can adapt to 
your preferred technology environment.

AGM | EGM
Utilise a modern hybrid AGM meeting 
solution for your next meeting. Efficient and 
effective, a hybrid AGM is a perfect solution 
for a fast-paced and uncertain world.

Exams
Access end-to-end exam management 
and delivery services for computer or 
paper-based exams, including versatile 
spaces and robust security features.

In Venue, In Person
We’ll help you source the perfect venue  
for your event. Choose from our network  
of preferred venues, or we can go to market  
to find the ideal space based on your brief. 
Wherever you choose to host your event,  
you’ll be supported by the experienced  
Cliftons team to ensure every little detail is 
seamlessly managed with one point of contact. 

Virtual Events & Conferences
Deliver interactive events, engaging workshops, 
lively tutorials and simulation labs all through 
proven and easy to use technology with in-house 
AV support for broadcast quality productions.
• Virtual Classrooms and Seminars
• Webinars
• Virtual Conferences

Host your event, anywhere. 
We can assist you organise events  
anywhere in the world. 

https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/locations/global-event-solutions/
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Cliftons proven 5 step process:
1. Concept:

After understanding your event goals, we’ll provide you 
with recommendations on event format (in-venue,  
virtual or hybrid), venues (our own or others), platforms 
and ideas to bring your event to life.

2. Demonstration:

Come for a site tour, and if your event includes digital  
and hybrid elements, we’ll demonstrate how speakers,  
in-person and virtual attendees will experience your event.

3. Planning:

Our dedicated event teams and production managers 
provide you with the level of support you need to bring 
all the elements together. AV, live streaming, remote 
management, catering, registrations, travel and more –  
we provide support where you need it.

4. Execution:

When event day rolls around, you’ll have our team there 
to support you every step of the way and to troubleshoot 
any last-minute problems. We’ll integrate the entire event 
experience from venue set-up, registration to broadcast, 
recording, final drinks and clean up.

5. Evaluation:

You’ve packed up and gone home, but the work isn’t over. 
We’ll give you detailed post-event analytic reports, edited 
recordings for repurposing, digital goody bags and more.  
We can also collect and collate attendee feedback.

For any event, success depends on good 
planning and having the right event 
partner. We’ll work with you to understand 
your goals and show you what’s possible.

With one phone call you can delegate your entire event logistics 
to our team of multi-lingual planning experts. Enjoy simplified 
event planning for all your in-person, virtual or hybrid events.
 
We offer:
� Venue sourcing, based on your prerequisites

� Technology management

�  Budget-control, including payment in preferred currency  
for multi-country events

�  Sophisticated event management software to manage 
every aspect of your event from one centralised platform.

THE RIGHT PEOPLE AND  
THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY 
FOR EVENT SUCCESS

Download our 
Guide to Event 
Management

https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/services/event-management-services/


FLEXIBLE EVENT PLANNING, TAILORED TO YOU
What services and features will you require at your event?  
We’ll book, schedule, and manage your event.

Step 1: Pre-event

Site Selection - No venue research on your part, we 
source ideal venues to meet your exact requirements. 

Venue Management – Coordinating all venue logistics, 
including room configuration, AV, catering and more.

Travel Arrangements – Co-ordinate and execute 
your group travel (flights & accommodation) 
requirements.

Delegate management and registration  
(including payment gateway if required).

Step 3: Post event

Cliftons event production team can edit and host  
your event materials for on-demand playback, 
repurposing in marketing and more. Audience 
feedback, surveys, follow-up reporting and analytics 
can also be organised.

Step 2: Event day delivery

Our on-site team will take care of all set-up and 
attendee management.

Holding an online or livestreaming your event? 
Cliftons production team can assist with your speaker 
requirements, presentations, as well as aid audience 
engagement through Q&A, polling and networking.
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Stylise it! 

Look and sound great with  
Cliftons Production Services.  
From staging to sound, the  
team will make sure it’s 
your message everyone 
remembers, not the 
technology woes.

Your Guide to  
Event Production Services 

Download our guide and  
discover a suite of event 
production services. Our  
expert technicians focus  
on technology so you can  
concentrate on what you’ve  
got to say!

https://cliftons.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/AV-Event-Production-Services_Final.pdf
https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/AV-Event-Production-Services_Final.pdf
https://cliftons.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/AV-Event-Production-Services_Final.pdf
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YOUR TRUSTED EVENT PARTNER
Cliftons is your partner to organise your events, from intimate 
board meetings through to large conferences. We’ll bring 
together spaces, people and technology, including coordinating 
multiple locations, for seamless event delivery.

We can help you to deliver:

• Marketing Roadshows

• Conferences & Seminars (In Venue, Virtual and Hybrid)

• Company Kick-Offs

• Product Launches

• Multi-City Award functions

• Leadership Training for blue chip corporations

• Meetings (Clients, executives and teams)

• Exams (paper and computer based)

• IT & Technical Training for SaaS companies

We are consistently trusted by some of the world’s leading tech 
companies, financial institutions and training providers.

https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/


CONTACT DETAILS
Have Questions?
Let’s start planning your event

SINGAPORE
SG +65 3106 4699
Level 8, 1 Pickering Street
Great Eastern Centre
Singapore 048659
Email: enquiries@cliftons.com

Australia 1800 629 088 (free call) 
New Zealand 0800 629 088 (free call)
Hong Kong +852 2159 9999 
US +1 855 738 6714 
UK +44 845 528 0524

http://www.cliftons.com
https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/locations/singapore/
https://cliftons.com/
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